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ABSTRACT
Using binary evolution with Case-C mass transfer, the spins of several black holes (BHs) in X−ray binaries
(XBs) have been predicted and confirmed (three cases) by observations. The rotational energy of these BHs is
sufficient to power up long gamma−ray bursts and hypernovae (GRBs/HNe) and still leave a Kerr BH behind.
However, strong magnetic fields and/or dynamo effects in the interior of such stars deplete their cores from
angular momentum preventing the formation of collapsars. Thus, even though binaries can produce Kerr BHs,
most of their rotation is acquired from the stellar mantle, with a long delay between BH formation and spin
up. Such binaries would not form GRBs. We study whether the conditions required to produce GRBs can be
met by the progenitors of such BHs. Tidal-synchronization and Alfve´n timescales are compared for magnetic
fields of different intensities threading He stars. A search is made for a magnetic field range which allows
tidal spin up all the way in to the stellar core but prevents its slow down during differential rotation phases.
The energetics for producing a strong magnetic field during core collapse, which may allow for a GRB central
engine, are also estimated. An observationally-reasonable choice of parameters is found (B . 102 G threading
a slowly-rotating He star) which allows Fe cores to retain substantial angular momentum. Thus, the Case-C-
mass-transfer binary channel is capable of explaining long GRBs. However, the progenitors must have low
initial spin and low internal magnetic field throughout their H-burning and He-burning phases.
Subject headings: binaries: close — black hole physics — gamma-ray burst: general — Stars: magnetic field
— supernovae: general — X-rays: binaries
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Long GRBs
Long Gamma-Ray Bursts (lGRBs) are thought to be pro-
duced by the core collapse of rapidly-rotating massive stars.
Given their association with broad-line Type-Ic supernovae
(SNe; see, e.g., Hjorth & Bloom 2012, for a review) their im-
mediate progenitors likely have neither hydrogen nor helium
in their envelopes. Thus, they are adequately described by
the Collapsar model (Woosley 1993; MacFadyen & Woosley
1999).
In the Collapsar scenario the core of a Wolf-Rayet (WR)
star collapses and forms a proto-neutron star (PNS). Due to
the large mass of the stellar core, the shockwave created by
the bounce of the PNS stalls and fails to produce a SN ex-
plosion. Accretion of high-angular-momentum material turns
the PNS into a Kerr black hole (BH). This mechanism also
rapidly forms an accretion disk that feeds the central compact
object. Material along the rotational axis of the star has lit-
tle angular momentum so it falls freely and produces a lower
density region, clearing a path for the outgoing GRB jet.
Two significant sources of specific energy are available to a
newly-formed stellar-mass BH during core collapse. The first
one is the gravitational binding energy of the infalling mate-
rial. A Schwarzschild BH can have an efficiency of ∼ 5.7% in
converting the rest mass of the infalling material into energy
(from large radii down to the marginally stable orbit), whereas
a maximally rotating BH (i.e., a⋆ ≡ Jc/GM2BH = 1, J being
the angular momentum of the BH, MBH its mass and G and c
the gravitational constant and the speed of light, respectively)
can reach ∼ 42%. The second source is the rotational en-
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ergy of the BH. This can be as large as ∼ 29% of the mass
of a maximally rotating BH and can be extracted, e.g., via
the Blandford-Znajek mechanism (BZ; Blandford & Znajek
1977).
Both energy sources have one or two orders of magnitude
more energy than required to explain the energies involved
in gamma-ray bursts/hypernovae (GRBs/HNe). This allows
for efficiencies to be at play during the lGRB/HN produc-
tion. Mechanisms tapping either of the two energy sources
need rapidly rotating progenitors to allow for efficient energy
conversion as well as accretion disk formation. In this pa-
per we will mainly refer to the BZ mechanism for the cen-
tral engine powering the GRB/HN explosion given that in or-
der to explain the longer GRBs, those lasting several-hundred
to thousands of seconds, the neutrino-powered mechanism
needs stars with masses on the order of ∼ 100M⊙ (assuming
accretion rates of order∼ 0.1M⊙ sec−1 in order to maintain the
required neutrino flux; see, e.g., Lee & Ramirez-Ruiz 2002;
Lee et al. 2005; Popham et al. 1999; Ruffert & Janka 1999),
whereas BZ can explain them with less-massive pre-collapse
stars given it requires lower accretion rates (see, e.g., discus-
sions in Komissarov & Barkov 2009; Barkov & Komissarov
2010; Woosley 2011).
Another important ingredient for the BZ mechanism is a
strong magnetic field (& 1014 Gauss) in the central engine.
Whether these are fossil fields (i.e., present at zero-age-main-
sequence, ZAMS) or are produced by a dynamo during stellar
evolution, a common envelope (CE) phase, or core collapse
is unknown. In this letter we will make the argument that if
binaries are to explain lGRBs through the Collapsar model,
then the fields must be generated during stellar core collapse.
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1.2. Binaries
The requirement of rapidly-rotating stars as progenitors of
lGRBs/HNe provides strong constraints on their evolution.
This is because most massive stars will lose a large frac-
tion of their ZAMS mass and angular momentum during their
lifetimes (see, e.g., Heger et al. 2005). Hence, single mas-
sive stars usually require low metallicity to acount for lit-
tle wind mass loss (see, e.g., Fryer et al. 2001). Differen-
tial rotation during late evolutionary stages is also necessary.
Thus, weak coupling between different nuclear burning shells
is, most likely, needed, i.e., weak magnetic fields. Alter-
natively, models with low metallicity and strong rotational
mixing that allow the stars to evolve chemically homoge-
neously also seem to work well (see, e.g., Yoon & Langer
2005; Woosley & Heger 2006).
There is, nonetheless, an alternative which allows the tap-
ping of a large external reservoir of angular momentum.
There are strong indications that most massive stars are in bi-
nary (or multiple) systems (∼ 71%; see Sana et al. 2012). If
a fraction of these systems were to transfer part of their or-
bital angular momentum into stellar-spin angular momentum
then there would be more than enough to produce a Kerr BH
(e.g., a⋆ & 0.3) with an accretion disk around it during the
gravitational collapse.
There are a few evolutionary paths suggested to achieve
Kerr-BH progenitors from binary evolution (see, e.g.
Paczynski 1998; Brown et al. 2000; Lee et al. 2002;
Tutukov & Cherepashchuk 2003; Izzard et al. 2004;
Podsiadlowski et al. 2004; Bogomazov et al. 2007). How-
ever, one has to make sure that the transfer of angular
momentum occurs late enough in the evolution such
that it is not lost again, e.g., with the mass loss during
the He-core-burning stage. Case-C mass transfer (after
core-He exhaustion in the primary; Lauterborn 1970) has
been suggested as a viable path (see, e.g., Lee et al. 2002;
Brown et al. 2007; Moreno Me´ndez et al. 2011). Case M,
i.e., tidally-synchronized, rapidly-rotating, chemically-
homogeneous massive stars (usually with M > 40 M⊙) in
a short-orbital-period binary (and where the components
do not fill their Roche lobes, RLs), is a possible alternative
(see De Mink et al. 2008, 2009). An estimate of the Kerr
parameter of the resulting BH(s) from Case-M evolution
would be similiar to that of the Case-C scenario. A late
merger, possibly after Case C, is not out of the question as
well (Fryer & Heger 2005); however, the merging companion
must be H devoid so as to produce a Type Ib/c HN.
The assumptions involved in the Case-C mass transfer sce-
nario are justified as it has already correctly predicted the
Kerr parameters of three Galactic sources (4U 1543−47, GRO
J1655−40 and XTE J1550−564) with nuclear-evolved com-
panions (see the X-ray-continuum-fitting, as well as Fe K-
line in one case, observations by Shafee et al. (2006) and
Steiner et al. (2011)). Another extragalactic source, LMC
X−3, also seems to be consistent (see Davis et al. 2006) with
the predicted value if one assumes that part of the rota-
tional energy went in to powering up a Cosmological GRB.
However, if one applies similar assumptions to the evolu-
tion of BHs in high-mass X-ray binaries (HMXBs) the pre-
dicted BH spin parameters are well below what the obser-
vations suggest. Moreno Me´ndez & Cantiello (Submitted)
show that these spins cannot be acquired during the col-
lapse of the star, e.g. with a spiral SASI (Standing Ac-
cretion Schock Instability; Foglizzo & Tagger 2000; Foglizzo
2002; Foglizzo et al. 2007; Ferna´ndez 2010; Rantsiou et al.
2011; Hanke et al. 2013) as in the case of neutron stars
(Spruit & Phinney 1998; Blondin & Mezzacappa 2007). This
situation is not unreconcilable if hypercritical (or super-
Eddington) mass accretion from a wind Roche-lobe over-
flow (wRLOF; Mohamed & Podsiadlowski 2007) can spin up
the BHs after formation as shown in Moreno Me´ndez et al.
(2008) and Moreno Me´ndez (2011). But it does issue a warn-
ing that some assumptions may have to be carefully tested to
assess their validity range. (On the other hand, if the spins
of the BHs in the HMXBs were natal their available energies
would be well above 1054 ergs!).
Woosley & Heger (2012) point out that, although close bi-
naries with a He star might be able to produce Kerr BHs, they
might not be able to produce lGRBs as the Fe core has been
depleted of most of its angular momentum by transferring it
to the He envelope (which is accreted much latter during the
collapse). In this paper, I want to point out that this is cor-
rect under the assumption that a magnetic field, strong enough
to power a GRB, threads the He star and strongly couples
the core to the mantle. Nevertheless, there are regimes in
both tidal-synchronization spin up and magnetic-field inten-
sity, which allow massive stellar cores to keep most of the
angular momentum during the subsequent contraction stages.
Furthermore, the large magnetic field necessary for a BZ-like
central engine can still be in place, in time, to power the
lGRB/HN explosion.
In section 2 we discuss the angular momentum conditions
necessary to produce a collapsar GRB. In section 3 the rele-
vant timescales to transfer and maintain angular momentum
in the core of the He star (progenitor of the Kerr BH) are de-
scribed. In subsection 3.3 we first verify the very fast de-
pletion of angular momentum from the cores as estimated by
Woosley & Heger (2012) and, second, estimate the magnetic
fields required to allow for the core to be spun up (by tides)
but not slowed down (by Alfve´n torques due to contraction).
Section 4 describes a model capable of producing a GRB cen-
tral engine, and estimates the energy requirements to produce,
during core collapse, the magnetic field necessary for the BZ
model to extract the energy. Section 5 provides a discussion
of implications of the results and shows the conclusions.
2. ON THE NECESSARY ANGULAR MOMENTUM FOR
COLLAPSARS
As mentioned above, the main requirement for the forma-
tion of a Collapsar-induced GRB is the formation of an accre-
tion disk. This implies that part of the material falling towards
the BH must have more angular momentum than that required
to orbit the BH. In general relativity, unlike Newtonian grav-
ity, there is a limit to how small the orbital radius can be (other
than the surface of the attractor). For the Schwarzschild met-
ric (a⋆ = 0, i.e., no rotation) the event horizon of a BH is
at RS ch = 2GMBH/c2 the marginally bound orbit is at twice
this radius, Rmb = 4GMBH/c2 and the marginally stable or-
bit is at RS ch, i.e., Rms = 6GMBH/c2. However, for an ex-
treme Kerr BH (a⋆ = 1), RKerr = Rmb = Rms = 1GMBH/c2
(where RKerr is the radius for the event horizon of a Kerr BH;
see, e.g., Misner et al. 1973). It is common to assume that
the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) is at RIS CO = Rms,
given that a particle at Rmb has more angular momentum and
energy. Nonetheless, during hypercritical accretion, this is
not always necessary, and the ISCO can be pushed further
in, to the marginally bound orbit. It has also been shown by
Lee & Ramirez-Ruiz (2006) that material with enough angu-
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lar momentum to orbit at Rmb may produce dwarf disks which,
in turn, may hold back material with less angular momentum
(than that necessary to be at the ISCO) on their outer rim. In
any case, as the PNS turns into a BH (at around 3 M⊙) the
minimum specific angular momentum (l minIS CO = L minIS CO/MBH,
where L is the angular momentum) required to form an accre-
tion disk is around l minIS CO ≃ 1016.7 cm2 s−1.
Fig. 2 of van den Heuvel & Yoon (2007) shows a plot of the
minimum necessary specific angular momenta to form disks
around a⋆ = 0 and a⋆ = 1 BHs (using RIS CO = Rmb) as well
as the specific angular momentum of equatorial material for
an 8-M⊙ He star synchronized with a 0.8-M⊙ companion in
a 7.2-hour orbital period. In this scenario the companion star
is filling its Roche lobe. Thus, at this stage, all the equato-
rial He-star material would fall into a disk before falling into
the BH. However, as Woosley & Heger (2012) show (see their
figs. 4 through 6), this angular momentum can be efficiently
extracted from the core by the time the stellar core is about to
collapse. From their Fig. 5 we can even appreciate that all of
their models keep enough angular momentum until He core
depletion and some of their models keep enough angular mo-
mentum until carbon ignition. Thus, as we will show in the
next section, GRB progenitors in binaries must evolve with
low magnetic fields.
3. TIMESCALES
We concentrate mainly on binaries that survive BH forma-
tion. This is not because mergers (or binaries unbound by
mass lost due to the lGRB/HN event) cannot produce collap-
sars, but rather because we wish to show that the former can
also explain them. Furthermore, surviving binaries allow a
reconstruction of the BH formation process. This is because
the nonsymmetric mass loss (off the center of mass) in the bi-
nary is recorded by the Blauuw-Boersma kick (Blaauw 1961;
Boersma 1961; Brown et al. 2008), the orbital period, the or-
bital eccentricity, the miss-alignment of the angular momenta
of the binary and the two stars, the chemically enriched com-
panion (see, e.g., the case of GRO J1655-40 which was stud-
ied by Israelian et al. 1999; Gonza´lez Herna´ndez et al. 2008),
etc. Instead, detecting a single BH is nearly impossible and
studying its formation history is hopeless; unless we were to
observe a nearby (Galactic) lGRB/HN.
3.1. Case C Mass Transfer
A crucial piece in the model of Lee et al. (2002) and
Moreno Me´ndez et al. (2011) allowing an estimate of the na-
tal spins of the BHs is that the primary star must be tidally
synchronized and with close to solid-body rotation soon after
ignition of core-carbon burning. Case-C mass transfer fol-
lowed by a CE phase allows the binary to evolve into a close
orbit at the expense of removing the H envelope of the pri-
mary. The proximity of the binary components compared to
the primary-star radius allows for rapid synchronization with
the orbit and, thus, a large spin late in the evolution of the
primary (see section 3.2). This evolutionary path prevents the
loss of too much mass early in the evolution and allows for
the formation of a massive core that leads to the formation of
a Kerr BH.
Moreno Me´ndez et al. (2011) assumed that the star reaches
the collapse stage while rotating as a solid body. This was,
however, an over simplification. What was estimated at that
point was the remaining total angular momentum that the He
star had, and whether that was enough to produce a rapidly ro-
tating BH. As Woosley & Heger (2012) point out, the internal
distribution of the angular momentum may play a crucial role
on whether or not a GRB central engine may be produced. In
the scenario by Moreno Me´ndez et al. (2011), the total angu-
lar momentum of the star will remain nearly constant given
the tidal synchronization with the companion and the small
amount of material lost through winds in the remaining stel-
lar lifetime (i.e., in the remaining 103 to 104 years even at
˙M ≃ 10−4M⊙ yr−1 only ∆M.1M⊙ is lost from a He star with
MHe&10M⊙). In a sense this synchronization is a large reser-
voir of angular momentum which the star can tap until it col-
lapses. Nevertheless, angular momentum may still be drained
from the core to the outermost helium layer if the timescales
required to re-synchronize the rotation of different shells of
the evolved star as they contract and spin up are too short. We
will estimate the conditions that allow the contracting shells
to retain a substantial amount of their specific angular mo-
mentum in section 3.3.
3.2. Tidal-Synchronization Timescales
After the CE phase, the primary has lost its hydrogen enve-
lope leaving a helium or carbon core exposed. The orbital
separation has decreased from ∼ 1, 500 R⊙ to a few solar
radii. What brings the CE phase to an end is still under debate
but what is certain is that, in many binaries, the primary (and
maybe the secondary) fills a large fraction of its Roche lobe.
This allows for a small a/R ratio (a the orbital separation and
R the stellar radius) and a short synchronization timescale.
From Zahn (1975) we know that the dynamical-tide-induced-
synchronization timescale is
τDT =
2−5/3E−12
5q2(1 + q)5/6
(
R3
GM
)1/2 I
MR2
(
a
R
)17/2
. (1)
where R is the stellar radius, G is the gravitational constant,
M is the mass of the star, q = M2/M (M2 the mass of the
companion star), I is the moment of inertia of the primary
star, a is the orbital separation and E2 is a tidal-torque costant
dependent on the stellar structure (a table for these is avail-
able in Zahn 1975). And, from Zahn (1977), we have that the
equilibrium-tide timescale is
τET =
tF
6q2λsync
I
MR2
(
a
R
)6
, (2)
where λsync ≃ 0.02 (see Zahn 1989; Woosley & Heger 2012).
Here tF is the friction timescale which measures the efficiency
of the viscous dissipation and can be expressed by
tF =
MenvR2
L
(3)
with L being the stellar luminosity and Menv the mass of the
stellar envelope.
Again, it is debated which timescale is more adequate
for massive stars (see, e.g., the discussion of Toledano et al.
2007), especially when the envelope has been stripped away.
Nonetheless both approximations seem to work on a timescale
similar to the lifetime after He-shell burning for massive stars
filling a large portion of their RLs, i.e., a few hundred to a few
thousand years (see, e.g., van den Heuvel & Yoon 2007).
For the predictions of Lee et al. (2002), Brown et al. (2007)
and Moreno Me´ndez et al. (2011) to work, as the observations
by Shafee et al. (2006) and Steiner et al. (2011) suggest, it is
necessary that the primary star fully synchronizes after Case-
C mass transfer. In a sense, these observations suggest that (a)
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Layer Mass Radius Density B Field
Composition [M⊙] [cm] [g cm−3] [Gauss]
He 5 1011 34π10
1 105 - 107
C-O 10 1010 64π10
4 107 - 109
Fe 1.5 108 94π10
9 1011 - 1013
TABLE 1
TOY MODEL OF A PRE-CORE-COLLAPSE HE STAR OF 16.5M⊙ . LOOSELY
BASED ON THE MASS RATIOS IN FIG. 33.1 OF KIPPENHAHN & WEIGERT
(1990). THE COLUMN FOR THE MAGNETIC FIELD IS BASED ON THE
REQUIREMENTS TO PRODUCE A 1015 G FIELD IN A REGION OF 106 TO
107 CM AROUND THE BH.
tidal synchronization occurs, (b) the angular momentum ac-
quired through this synchronization process is conserved be-
fore and during core collapse and (c) the GRB/HN explosion
does not drain too much rotational energy from the Kerr BH.
3.3. Alfve´n Timescales
As the core of the He star contracts to burn carbon it fur-
ther spins up, conserving angular momentum. The C-burning
stage of the core only lasts a few hundred to a few thousand
years. Further down its evolution, the core will further con-
tract (and spin up) as it burns neon, oxygen, magnesium and,
eventually, silicon into iron (see, e.g., Bethe 1990). Each of
these stages are ever shorter and so the question of whether
they will slow down and re-synchronize with the rest of the
star (i.e., solid body rotation as opposed to differential rota-
tion) becomes relevant.
As an example, let us briefly discuss the case of a He star
with a spin period of 7 hours (1.44 × 104 seconds) which ro-
tates as a solid body. Before C ignition, the inner 1.5M⊙ has a
radius of ∼ 2×1010 cm; when it becomes an Fe core its radius
will be of the order of a few ∼ 108 cm and its period will be of
the order of a few seconds; by the time the core collapses to a
PNS, its radius will be a few times 106 cm and its spin period
will be of the order of tenths of a millisecond (i.e., specific
angular momentum j= J/M≃4 × 1016 cm2 s−1).
We must now estimate the timescale over which the mag-
netic field torques synchronize the contracting core with the
outer layers of the star. The important timescale is that of the
Alfve´n waves, given that this is the timescale on which the
ions of the plasma react. Thus, the Alfve´n timescale will be
the time on which the shells of the star react to the magnetic
torques created by differential rotation due to contraction of
the core. These can be estimated by (see, e.g., Jackson 1962):
τA=
Rc
√
4πρ
B
, (4)
where Rc is the radius of the core, ρ is its density and B is the
magnetic field threading the contracting core. If we assume
that the needed B≃1015 G field (for the GRB central engine)
is formed from magnetic flux conservation (notice this is a big
assumption given that the core is convective) then we need
to begin with a field B ≃ 105 to 107 G threading the He star
(depending on whether the radius of the region where we need
the 1015 G magnetic field is 106 or 107 cm).
Again, let us use a toy model of a 16.5M⊙, pre-core-
collapse, He star with the composition in table 1. Note that,
using the relation between the He core and the ZAMS mass
of the star (see, e.g., Lee et al. 2002)
MHe = 0.08
(
MZAMS
M⊙
)1.45
M⊙ (5)
Final Magnetic Field τA,He τA,C τA,Fe
[Gauss] [Seconds] [Seconds] [Seconds]
1015 5.5 × 104 2.5 × 103 1
1012 5.5 × 107 2.5 × 106 103
1010 5.5 × 109 2.5 × 108 105
TABLE 2
ALFVE´N TIMESCALES FOR THE HE, C AND FE SHELLS ESTIMATED FOR
FOSSIL MAGNETIC FIELDS THREADING THE STAR SUCH THAT THE
MAGNETIC FIELD WITHIN 107 CM AROUND THE COMPACT OBJECT
BECOMES THAT OF THE FIRST COLUMN AFTER CORE COLLAPSE. THE
TIMESCALES GROW BY A FACTOR OF A 100 IF THE RADIUS IS REDUCED
TO 106 CM.
we know that such a star must have originally been around
40M⊙. For this scenario we obtain the following minimum
Alfve´n timescales (starting withing B ≃ 107 G; for a field
that starts with B ≃ 105 G, the timescales are a factor of 102
longer):
τA,Fe ≃ 1 sec, τA,C ≃ 2, 450 sec
and τA,He ≃ 5.5 × 104 sec. (6)
To put this in perspective of late-stellar evolution, the Si
core burns into an Fe core in about a day; the C core takes
about a thousand years to burn. Of course, many nuclear-
burning steps are missing in our estimate, but we can clearly
see that the Alfve´n timescales are orders of magnitude shorter
than their corresponding nuclear-burning timescales. We can
safely assume that in such a scenario stars will not have dif-
ferential rotation but will rather rotate as rigid bodies.
Since
τA∝
Rc · R−3/2c
R−2c
∝R3/2c
the synchronization timescales become smaller as the core
contracts into further burning stages. In table 2 we can ob-
serve how the timescales grow longer as we relax the condi-
tion of forming the Magnetar-strength magnetic field from a
fossil field. For a pulsar-like field, the Alfve´n timescale and
the nuclear-burning timescales are similar for the iron core.
The carbon burning timescale is somewhere between τA,C and
τA,He for the case where the final magnetic field is 1010 G.
4. A MODEL FOR GENERATING A CENTRAL ENGINE
To obtain a stellar core with enough angular momentum
a star needs to tidally synchronize and posses a magnetic
field which allows angular momentum to be transferred on
a timescale of the order of the nuclear timescale of carbon,
i.e. τsync ≃ τA ≃ τn,C . These timescales must also prevent
angular-momentum extraction from the core as further con-
traction and spin up occur. A magnetic field of B . 10 G
threading the He star would likely produce the desired effect
(from section 3.3; through magnetic flux conservation, this
would produce a magnetic field of ∼ 109 G after core col-
lapse).
Dynamos during core collapse should increase the magnetic
field near the core by a factor of 106 to allow for a BZ central
engine to produce a GRB/HN.
As mentioned in section 1.1, the available core-collapse
energy from binding-energy release as well as from rotation
can be quite substantial. Energies on the order of hundreds
to thousands of Bethes have been inferred from observations
of the rotation of several Galactic BH binaries (see, e.g.,
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Moreno Me´ndez et al. 2011). It is easily shown that the en-
ergy necessary to create a magnetar-like field (EB) around the
PNS or BH will not require more than a diminute amount of
this available energy1.
EB = uV =
(
B2
8π
) (
4πR3c
3
)
(7)
where EB is the energy, u is the energy density and V is the
collapsed-core volume of radius Rc where the BZ mechanism
will take place. For B ≃ 1015 G, and Rc ≃ 107 cm (a few times
larger than the volume of the PNS) we have
EB ≃ 1050erg. (8)
For a more realistic Rc ≃ 106 cm (considering a
Schwarzschild BH has an event-horizon radius RBH ≃ 1.5 km
M⊙; that of a Kerr BH is even smaller and an accretion-disk-
innermost-circular orbit, ISCO, is at a few times this radius,
RIS CO . 3RS chw) the necessary energy drops to
EB ≃ 1047erg. (9)
Hence, it is clear that producing such a field is energetically
feasible. In both cases B is well below what an equiparti-
tion field could reach. Indeed, an equipartition magnetic field
could become (although highly unlikely) as large as 1017 G
for an available energy of E ≃ 1054 erg. Several recent
studies show numerical calculations of core collapses where
a SASI (Standing-Accretion-Shock Instability) or another
mechanism produce a dynamo that leads to the formation of
magnetic fields above 1014 G (see, e.g., calculations and re-
view in Endeve et al. 2012). Similarly, Thompson & Duncan
(1993) argue that during the cooling of the NS (or PNS, since
convection stops when the NS becomes transparent to neutri-
nos) the field can be widely amplified.
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
From the requirements shown in section 3.3 regarding the
magnetic field threading through the core and the He layer, it
is clear that stars which possess large magnetic fields, fossil
or dynamo-produced, are not the best candidates to produce a
long GRB during, or soon after, core collapse.
As mentioned in Langer (2012) and references therein,
fossil fields are difficult to maintain during the protostar
phase, nonetheless, dynamos can easily build a large field
during the main sequence of the star. Thus, eventually, pre-
venting the formation of a rapidly rotating Fe core. It is,
therefore, highly desirable that the GRB-progenitor star is a
slow rotator throughout its main sequence and He-burning
stages. This avoids the enhancement of the convective dy-
namos with differential-rotation dynamos, i.e., preventing an
α − Ω dynamo from being sustained (e.g., see section 8 of
Thompson & Duncan 1993, where they discuss high Rossby
number dynamos, where Ro ≡ P/τconv, with P the rotation
period and τconv the convective overturn timescale).
In this paper it has been shown that a massive star in a bi-
nary that undergoes Case-C mass transfer, a common enve-
lope and tidal synchronization may retain most of the core
angular momentum gained through tidal interactions if the
magnetic field threading the stellar core and the He envelope
is around BHe . 10 G. Furthermore, a magnetar-like field,
B ∼ 1015 G, may easily be produced during core collapse
(e.g., via a SASI and/or convective dynamos) given the large
amount of available energy during this phase of stellar evolu-
tion.
This scenario provides the necessary ingredients for the
Blandford-Znajek mechanism to power GRB events, as the
central object will be both, rapidly rotating and highly mag-
netized. Furthermore, the central region of the collapsing core
will retain enough angular momentum to produce a rapidly
rotating black hole and an accretion disk early after core col-
lapse.
Thus, this model with the retention of angular momentum
at the stellar core and the generation of strong magnetic fields
during core collapse, facilitates the production of central en-
gines capable of producing Cosmological GRBs and sublumi-
nous long GRBs, as well as the extremely energetic accompa-
nying Type Ib/c hypernovae.
As previously suggested in, e.g., Moreno Me´ndez et al.
(2011), there are at least 7 Galactic BH binaries which, from
the estimates of their BH spins (and, in some of them, metal
enrichment of the companion), are likely remnants of sublu-
minous GRBs; they possess so much rotational energy that
they likely dissmantle the central engine before the GRB has
time to fully develop. LMC X−3 is a good candidate of a
progenitor of a Cosmological GRB (Brown et al. 2008). This
binary, having a more massive companion, thus longer orbital
period, has lower rotational energy, more suit up to allow the
central engine to survive long enough to produce a long GRB.
Better estimates of the spin of the BH in this system, as well
as system-velocity measurements of this binary system would
provide valuable information to test the Case-C mass-transfer
formation scenario for GRB/HN progenitors.
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